
Target and background

The strategy of the studied company was being re-focused from product-dominant logic into service-dominant
logic. The new focus emphasizes the central role of service in co-creating value together with the customer. This
was done by increasing training and consultation.

With similar product deliveries the company had produced both satisfaction and dissatisfaction at customer. The
studied company was investing to grow heavily in North-America, China and Japan Aligning of the organizational
culture throughout the local organizations across different countries was a critical success factor.

The research had two objectives:
1. Understand the antecedents of customer satisfaction, their relation, importance and effect
2. Propose a cost effective tool to manage the important antecedents by using customer survey results

FROM CORE VALUES TO 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

- MANAGING THE ANTECEDENTS OF 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN GLOBAL GROWTH -

This research investigates how the organizational culture and
shared values effect the customer interface operations and
eventually result in customer satisfaction. This work develops
a framework for studying and visualizing the steps throughout
the value creation chain. The research shows clear and strong
correlation between the organizational culture to the
perceived benefits and satisfaction of the customer.
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Designing the framework and research

The research took two frameworks from the literature as a base: “Antecedents of customer satisfaction”
(Johnson & Fornell, 1991) and “Antecedents of trust” (Mayer et al., 1995). The essence of these well known
frameworks were mixed together to form our research framework. The data for the research came from two
quantitative surveys: internal value survey to employees and customer satisfaction survey.



Leadership, culture, strategy, psychology, marketing...

The research combined several areas of business disciplines. In the end, the research
shows clear and logical outcome. However, the research took several surprising turns
when the raw data showed different results than initially was predicted. Without the
holistic approach taken by the research team, many phenomenon's would have been left
unexplained. This work highlights the importance of such holistic approach.

Valtteri, the author of the research, has been working in the frontline of technological
breakthrough for a decade, traveling across the globe. Various roles from technical
specialist to CEO have brought a strong insight to the different elements of successful
business.

PhD in technology combined with a organization psychology and leadership focused MBA
gave the foundation for opening the US market and building a self-managed local
organization that continues rapid growth.
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Analyzing the survey results

The customer survey investigated the
performance and correlation between five factors:

1. Performance in customer interface operations
2. Customer perception of benefits
3. Customer perception of company culture
4. Customer trust
5. Customer satisfaction

The relation between these five items as well as
their relation to the organizational culture of the
company were analyzed. The investigation
showed a clear and positive correlation
throughout these five elements all the way to the
shared core values of the company.
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Results and conclusion

The research concluded that the nationality of the customer did not affect to customer satisfaction, which was
against the initial hypothesis. The way how the customer perceived benefits from the company products had a
clear and direct correlation to customer satisfaction. The culture of the studied company had a strong correlation
to the customer interface performance, which again correlated with customer trust and satisfaction.

From operational perspective, the research concluded that increasing training and consultation would increase
the perception of key strategic benefits, which again correlated with customer satisfaction. In the studied
company, the line management shared the core values better than the upper management. This was seen as a
challenge in maintaining a shared culture throughout the global organizations.
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